
Teamwork

There Is No “I” in Team!
“There is no ‘I’ in team.” We’ve all heard that before! But what does that 
saying really mean?

A strong team is one that works together and focuses on the strengths 
of each player. Everyone has weaknesses, but a team pulls together to 
mask those weaknesses by showing a unifi ed front. A good team encour-
ages and supports its members. A good team rejoices in victories and 
comforts in losses—but either way, they do it together.

In the game of life we need to ask ourselves:

 • Do I encourage my teammates or do I tear them down?

 •  nehw setammaet ym nodnaba I od ro setammaet ym troppus I oD 
they are down?

 •Do I seek all of the glory or do I push others into the limelight?

 •Do I step on others to accomplish my goals?

 •Do I rejoice in my teammates’ victory or do I get jealous?

Talking about what makes a good team is important for Christians to do. 
In the “game of life” we are teammates. We are running a race together. 
We need each other to get—not only ourselves—but others across the 
Finish Line.

Being a good teammate is not about self, it’s about sacrifi ce—
sacrifi cing our wants and desires for the betterment of others. In 
our society where winning is everything, kids need to be reminded 
that a win is never enjoyed alone!
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Holsom Comics Discussion Questions
After the kids have read Welcome to Holsom, Issue 12, ask these 
questions about Teamwork.

 • What does it mean to be a team? (A team works together for a goal.)

 • Do JD and Miss Vile work together as a team? (Yes.)

 •  ?maet a sa rehtegot krow revoR tcetorp ot tnaw ohw sdik eht od woH  
(Lucy turns out the lights, Jorge takes the journal, and Mouse tells 
Rover to escape through the ceiling.)

 •  ?gniht doog a syawla maet a sa gnikrow sI  (Only if your goal is a 
good one. A gang can act as a team, but they don’t bring a positive 
atmosphere—for themselves or others.)

 •  ?maet doog a sekam tahW  (A good team encourages its teammates. 
A successful team focuses on the strengths of its players, not their 
weaknesses.) 
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Puzzled
Items needed: A small 25–50-piece puzzle (minus one middle piece)

Tell your kids you are going to time them to work together on the puzzle 
before them. Give them an appropriate amount of time for the size of 
puzzle (you want them to fi nish). As the picture begins to appear, it will 
become clear a necessary piece is missing.

Ask: Is something missing?

Say: (pull from pocket) Here is the missing piece. Isn’t it funny how one 
piece can make such a difference? This one piece is nothing by itself but 
when you put it with the others, it creates a masterpiece.

Alone we can accomplish a lot but when we work together,  we can 
accomplish so much more. The Great Commission is a huge undertaking 
but with each other’s help we can make a difference and touch more lives.
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